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ABSTRACT: The XML format has become the standard for data exchange because it is self-describing and it 
stores not only information but also the relationships between data. Therefore it is used in very different areas. 
To find the right information in an XML file, we need to have a fast and an effective access to data. Similar to 
relational databases, we can create an index in order to speed up the querying for the information. There are 
several ways of indexing XML data but previous research showed that one of the most effective approaches is 
to index root-to-leaf paths in the input file. So we took the inspiration from existing path-based indexing 
concepts, enhanced those ideas, and created a new native XML indexing method derived from the combination 
of existing approaches in order to improve the evaluation time of regular path expressions in XPath queries. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 
In past few years there has been an expansion of semi-structured data mostly stored as XML files and used for saving 
and exchanging information over the Internet. The simplicity is only one of the factors why the format became so 
popular. As more and more files occurred in this format, we wanted to access the stored data and search for the specific 
information according to prior criteria. For this purpose languages such as XPath [19] or XQuery [20] have been 
created. They allow searching for elements, attributes, or text values based on either specific values or regular 
expressions. If there are multiple conditions in an XPath query, we can combine them, and we get the regular path 
expression pattern.The path expression usually matches several elements in the input XML file (the result set). The 
challenge is to find these elements quickly and efficiently, especially in large files with a high number of elements and 
with different structures. One came with an idea of indexing the XML data in order to quickly get the the results for 
any query. 

No matter which indexing technique we use, if we had an XPath expression, the most problematic queries 
would be those with '//' (relative paths) or (wildcards). These queries match numerous distinct elements and are 
difficult to handle compared to expressions with absolute paths only. 
In this paper, our goal is to combine the best concepts of existing indexing methods and enhance them in order to            

improve the evaluation time of XPath queries. To achieve this, we make contributions to these areas: 
— The previous research showed that indexing paths is one of the effective ways of indexing XML documents, so we 

use this approach and we create a new indexing method based on indexing paths (Section 2). 
— Additionally, we combine it with one of the numbering schemes in order to accelerate the evaluation of XPath 

regular path expressions (see Section 3). 
— Finally we compare the new concept with existing solutions in terms of time complexity while evaluating sample 

XPath queries (Section 4). 
 

II. XML INDEXING 
 

 There are various distinct approaches of indexing XML files. The main difference between them is that each method 
focuses on the specific topic such as decreasing the number of I/O operations [9], converting the XML format into 
tables in a relational DBMS to leverage the database engine ([8], [5], [16], [17] or GRIPP [6]), or relying on the 
simplicity of numbering schemes and joining elements (XISS [11] or twig joins [18]). The indexes might be based on a 
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known data structure, e.g. the Patricia tries [12] are used in [7] or [9], but more often they use custom structures. 
The method of labeling nodes in the tree with numbers might help with discovering ancestor-descendant (A-D) 

relationships. Dietz's numbering scheme [1] inspired us to design our numbering scheme based on intervals that 
evaluates A-D relationships in constant time. We found also motivation in XISS for the decomposition of XPath 
expressions, producing the intermediate results (called candidates in our approach), and element joins. 

Specializing on paths, the DataGuide [2] handles raw paths and provided the basis for future path indexing 
methods such as XDG (Extended DataGuide [4]) or Index Fabric [7]. 

The interesting work of mapping all root-to-leaf paths into multi-dimensional points (MDX [3] or UB-trees [10]) 
influenced us on designing our indexing method. These concepts try to avoid using structural joins because of their 
time complexity compared to indexing paths. We understand the inefficiency of element-based approaches but we also 
see the potential slowdown for the multidimensional mapping methods when evaluating queries with multiple 
wildcards and relative paths. In this case, the domain used for finding matching tuples might grow faster. 

The aim of the proposed indexing scheme is to follow the multi-dimensional techniques and leverage the path-
based indexing with focus on grouping paths according to common characteristics, path labels (see Section 2.2). We 
expect this idea to eliminate many unsuitable paths and, as the result, to speed up the evaluation of any query 
(especially those problematic ones; see Section 3). 

 
  

 
Fig. 1. The sample XML file 

 
III. PATH-BASED INDEXING  

 
First of all, we assign elements in the source file the unique identification numbers (NodelDs) and convert the element 
(tag) names into integers (TaglDs). We prefer numbers over strings because the comparison of integers is faster than 
comparing strings with variable lengths although it brings some memory overhead. We use the numbering method that 
assigns a node the NodelD when the corresponding element is visited for the first time (using the SAX parsing 
method). The root has the number 0, while the number of following nodes is always incremented by 1 (see the sample 
XML file with element names and NodelDs in Figure 1). 
Next, we store all root-to-leaf paths according to their path labels. Whenever we reach a leaf node, a new root-to-leaf 
path occurs, and we store the Path reference according to its path label. While the Path reference is indicated by the 
sequence of NodelDs, the path label is determined by the sequence of TaglDs of all nodes on the path from the root to 
the current (leaf) node.  
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The path label is stored only once but one path label can contain several Path references. Moreover, we convert the 
path label into Path Template ID (PTID) that groups similar Path references together (for the detailed specification of 
used terms see Table 1). 
Example 1. If we take the sample XML file from the Figure 1 and we visit a leaf node fax (13), the Path reference 
(sequence of NodelDs) will be (0,7,8,13). Converting element names "/faculty/department/contact/fax" to TagIDs, we 
get the path label '/0/7/1/9'. For details about the conversion, see the Table 2(a) (NodeTags table) and the Section 2.3. 
                                        a) NodeTags table     (b) Paths table 

 

 
Table 2. Structures with data for the sample XML 

 
 Structures: While we parse the input XML file, we maintain several structures that store the root-to-leaf paths and 
other necessary information that we will later use when we evaluate queries. There are three major data structures: the 
NodeTags table, the Paths table, and the Prefix Tree. While the first two are more like database tables, the last one is 
definitely a tree structure (inspired by a Patricia trie [12]). 
NodeTags table: This table provides conversion between the Tag Name and the TaglD. Furthermore it saves all path 

template IDs (PTIDs) where the given TagID appear; see the Table 2(a). 
 
Paths table: This table contains the conversion between the Path label and the PTID. As mentioned before, a single 

Path label provides grouping for several Path references that are also stored here; see the Table 2(b). Prefix tree. 
The Prefix Tree covers all distinct prefixes of path labels from the source file. Each node in the tree has the TagID 

Table 1. Terms definition and description 
 
Term Description 
NodelD The unique node number given by the numbering method. 
LastNodelD NodeID of the last visited leaf node in the subtree determined 

by the current node. 
The interval (NodeID,LastNodeID) covers all 

TagName The name of an element. 
TagID The unique number for the TagName. For every new

TagName we assign the next TagID (increased by 1). 
Path Label The sequence of TagIDs of the nodes on the path from the 
Path Prefix The sequence of TagIDs that identifies a prefix of at least one 

path. 
Path Template The unique number for a path label. The path labels are con- 
(PTID) verted into integers (PTIDs). 
Path The sequence of NodeIDs of the nodes on the path from the 
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and the path from the root to a given node represents the path prefix. Nodes also contain all PTIDs which do have 
the selected prefix. We use this structure to find all PTIDs to which a specific NodeID might belong .. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 2. PrefixTree for the sample XML file 
 

Example 2. If we take the node contact (1) from the sample XML (see Figure 1), it belongs to almost all PTIDs 
(according to the NodeTags table). And using the PrefixTree, we find the prefix of '/0/1' that matches the PTIDs 
{0,1,2,3}. So the chosen node occurs only on paths with these path labels. 
Evaluating XPath queries: 
Before we start evaluating an XPath query, we need to parse and prepare the query. We describe these steps in the 
following sections in more detail. 
  Parsing XPath expressions:  
In the beginning, we convert the string query, that describes a regular path expression, into the structure that is 
appropriate for the evaluation. We selected the graph structure (XPathTree) created by two types of nodes 
(XPathNodes): steps and predicates . 
Steps:  If we divide the path expression into sequence of step expressions, they 

     will be represented by these nodes. 
Predicates: We express the further filter expressions by the Predicate nodes. While the Step nodes cannot be added as 

sub nodes, each node in the tree might contain one or more Predicate sub nodes. 
 

 
(a)                   (b)                                                             (c) 

Fig. 3. The tree structure of sample queries. 
 
The Steps are represented by boxes, while the Predicates are shown as dashed ellipses. We use oriented edges to de-
termine the forward and reverse axes (the edge leads from an ancestor to a descendant). We also put multiple edges to 
indicate that the node is generally a descendant (not necessarily a childnode) The corresponding XPath expressions are:  
 (a) faculty/department/contact, (b) department//*/email, and (c) fac- ulty[department] //fax/ancestor::contact 
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IV. XPATHTREE PRE-PROCESSING 
 

After we parse the XPath expression and create the corresponding XPathTree, we need to convert the stored element 
names into TaglDs. While converting, we check element names whether they exist in the index. If a name does not 
occur in the NodeTags table, the result is instantly available because no nodes will be in the result set and no further 
evaluation is needed (we suppose all predicates to co-exist at the same time). 

 
Algorithm 1 Visit procedure for evaluating a node in the XPathTree Require: xnode is the current XPathNode in 

the XPathTree that is being visited : 
 

1: xnode.Candidates = GetCandidates() 
2: for all (predicate in xnode.Predicates) do  
3: Visit(predicate) {recursive call for a predicate}  
4: xnode.VoteForCandidateNodes(predicate.Candidates) 
5: end for 
6: if xnode.HasPredicates then 
 7: xnode.FilterCandidateNodes() 
8: end if 
9: if (xnode.IsStepNode) then  
10: MergeCandidates (lastNode, xnode) 
11: if (xnode.NextStepNode is not null) then  
12: Visit(xnode.NextStepNode) 
13: end if 14: end if 
 

V. XPATH TREE EVALUATING 
 

When we build and validate the XPathTree, we can start the evaluation. We use slightly different evaluating methods 
according to the type of the current XPathNode. When traversing the XPathTree, the Step nodes are evaluated with the 
top-down approach, while the Predicate nodes are processed in the bottom- up style (from the lowest level upwards 
using depth-first search). The reason for distinct methods is that all predicates must be resolved before we can continue 
with the next XPathNode. 

The Algorithm 14 describes the procedure that we apply to all XPathNodes. There are several steps that we need to 
explain in more detail but the main principle is that we save candidate nodes (NodelDs) for each XPathNode we visit. 
So the candidate nodes of the last node represent the result set. 
1. Save candidates 

The first step is to save candidate nodes for the current node. We store them in the table called candidates (line 1). 
It contains PTIDs, where the XPathNode occur, with corresponding NodelDs. Each PTID is stored only once but 
one NodeID might be saved for more PTIDs. It is because we focus later on merging candidates according to 
PTIDs rather than NodelDs. To identify the PTIDs, we try to find the smallest PTID set that is common for as 
many XPathNode nodes as possible (using the NodeTags table). For a predicate node, this means to take PTIDs 
that are common for XPathNodes on the path from the last Step node. Because we evaluate predicates bottom- up, 
we create the set of PTIDs on the way "down". For a Step node we take the path from the first Step node. This 
holds only if all axis directions on the path are the same. If we have an alternating1 XPathNode,. 
XPathNodes on the path into two groups for which the smallest PTID set must be computed separately. We pre-
compute the minimal PTID set for all corresponding nodes when the first node in a specific group is visited. 

When we obtain the minimal PTID set, we use the Paths table to find the candidate nodes (NodelDs) according to 
the Path references for a PTID. If the TagID does not represent we find the positions of the TagID in the Path label 
identified by the current PTID. We search only for positions that are either after (forward axes) or before (reverse 
axes) the position of the last node and we take all NodeIDs on those positions from the Path references. If the TagID 
reflects and the XPathNode does not have any predicates, we skip it and save the minimal and the maximal number 

                                                
1 Alternating XPathNode is a node that changes the axis direction (the incoming edge has different direction than the outgoing edge). 
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of positions to be skipped when searching for positions in the next XPathNode. The numbers are determined by the 
current axis: (1,1) for the direct relative (parent, child), and (1, TO) for other axes (ancestor, descendant). 
Example 3. If we take the Query 3 in Figure 3(c), the alternating XPathNode is the fax node. Therefore the minimal 
PTID subset can be computed only for set of nodes {faculty,fax} and {fax,contact}. The candidates for this 
XPathNode are shown in Table 3. 
 

Table 3. Candidates table for the fax node in Figure 3(c) 
 

2. Evaluate predicates and voting: 
If there are any predicates for the current XPathNode, we need to handle them before we continue with the next 
XPathNode. Because predicates give additional filtering criteria, not all candidate nodes from the current 
XPathNode's candidates will meet the new criteria. Therefore we use voting for candidate nodes (line 4). Every 
predicate gives a vote for all candidate nodes in the current XPathNode's candidates table (no matter of their PTIDs) 
that are reachable from a NodeID stored in the predicate's candidates. The reachability is dedicated from the axis 
type and the NodeIDs. Because we consider only tree structures, we can use the interval (NodeID,LastNodeID) that 
is available to any NodeID to test whether a path between two NodeIDs exists. The path from a node n1 to a node n2 
exists only if 

(n2.NodeID > ni.NodelD) and (n2.NodeID < ni.LastNodelD). (1) 
3 .Filter candidates: 

Whenever we use the voting mechanism, we need to finalize the candidates. We call this  
 action filtering candidates (line 7). The candidate nodes that have not received enough votes will be removed. 
Number of votes needed for being kept equals the number of predicates that has been included in voting. After we 
eliminate unsuitable candidate nodes, we need to update the PTIDs for the next step. By updating PTIDs we mean 
find all PTIDs where a NodelD might occur. If the axis of the next XPathNode has the same direction, we take the 
PTIDs only from the smallest PTID set for the current XPathNode. Otherwise, we need to consider potentially all 
PTIDs. To take only correct PTIDs, we use the PrefixTree that determines only such PTIDs in which the given 
NodeID might occur. We cannot use only the Paths table because we will find PTIDs for any NodeID with the same 
TagName and that produces bigger set than we need for a specific NodeID. So we use the PrefixTree instead. The 
path prefix that we need for navigation in the PrefixTree is defined by the current NodeID. 

4.Merge candidates: 
If we have two Step XPathNodes, we need to merge their candidate nodes (line 10). Usually we take the candidates 
of the last Step XPathNode and apply the same voting mechanism on the current XPathNode as with predicates. 
After voting, we automatically filter candidates. The result for the current XPathNode contains previous candidate 
nodes that received votes. 
 

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
 

In this paper, we have proposed a new XML indexing method based on storing root-to-leaf paths and grouping them 
according to common Path labels in order to enhance the evaluation time of regular path expressions in XPath queries. 
The experimental results showed that there is an improvement of the evaluation time in the category of small and 
medium-sized files. Although handling medium files is still comparable to other approaches, evaluating large files and 
complex queries did not bring the anticipated results. 

For the future, there are still several issues in the current prototype that we would like to improve, such as speeding 
up the branch queries or optimizing the tree structure that stores the XPath query before evaluating. Next, we want to 
design an optimal structure for saving the PLIT index to a hard drive. Furthermore, we would like to provide support 
for graph-oriented XML files (not only trees) which means to replace the interval-based path testing with a more 
general structure (such as Rho-index [15]). Finally, we aspire to use our indexing method in the environment of 
distributed XML processing. 

 
 

PTID NodeIDs 
2 9 {5} 

{20} 
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